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INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [l] a method based on the Implicit Function Theorem 
of Hildebrandt and Graves ([2], Th eorem 4) was explored in determining the 
order of smoothness of the parameter dependence of the extremal of a real 
quadratic functional. In this present paper the method is carried a bit further 
to include variable coefficients-not just parameters-and analytic functionals. 
Also where necessary a distinction is made between the real and the complex 
cases-both of which are treated-and finally the method is illustrated with a 
problem of linear elasticity. 
1. THE BASIC THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a B-space and ?!I a Hilbert space either both real or 
both complex. 
Let Zz,gO be a composite open connected set (i.e. domain) in the product 
B-space .%?W. 
Suppose the mapping 
F : T??J -+ K-where K the scalar Jield of X and Oy is either the jeld of 
real numbers or complex-has the following properties. Either 
PII d,F E %?(2-,,9Yo) 
or 
Fnl d,F E -ca(Zz,~J. 
We note that in the complex case the tzuo properties are equivalent for n > 0. 
[Fzl d,F(xo , yO) = 0, for some 6% f  Yo) E ~0~0 F 
Kl <42Fh , YJ Y, Y> b m II Y 112, m > 0, vy Ecv; 
m being independent of y. 
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Then 3 neighbourhoods Uz, UV, of x,, , y0 respectively and a unique mapping 
I’ : USa + ullo with the following properties: 
Either: 
v-01 d,F(x, I’(w)) = & , VXE lJxo. 
[Yll Y E GP( Uzo) in the case of [F,], 
or 
V,Il ET E .d( U,,) in the case of [F,,]. 
Proof. Since d,F(x, , ya) E?V* = ?/ since JY is Hilbert, therefore 
d,,*F(xO , y,,) E [g --f q; the ring of continuous linear mappings of g into 
itself. 
Let A denote the operation d,2F(x,, yO). 
Condition [Fa] implies A is positive and hence self-adjoint (cf. Kantorovich 
and Akilov [3], p. 188). Furthermore, 
m2(u, 24)” ,< (Au, u>* ,< (Au, Au> (u, u) (1-l) 
by the Cauchy-Bunyakovski inequality. 
. . m2<u, u) -<, (Au, Au), rn > 0 for all u ESJ (1.2) 
i.e. (I Au 11 2 m 11 u /I Vu E “Y and m > 0, is independent of u. 
(1.3) 
Thus condition [Fs] ensures that d,*F(x,, , yO) is a linear homeomorphism of 
?J onto itself (cf. [3], pp. 168 and 480). Hence by the Implicit Function 
Theorem [2] properties [Y,] and [Y,] f 11 o ow immediately when [FJ holds. 
If [F,,] replaces [FJ the two cases of real and complex spaces have to be 
treated separately. 
We consider first the complex case, noting that for this it is enough to 
assume that dz E ?Z’(X,,?%J,,) (cf. Hille and Phillips [4], pp. 112 and 769). It 
will then follow from the Implicit Function Theorem [2] that I’ E: ‘E(UzO) 
and hence that Y E &(UXO) which is [Y,,] in the complex case. 
If the spaces are real the conclusion [Y,,] follows from the following slightly 
more general theorem. This theorem extends to the infinite dimensional case 
a theorem proved in Dieudonne ([S], Theorem (10.2.4)) 
THEOREM 2. Let P : SW -+ %” be a mapping from the real composite 
B-space 3% into the real B-space 2”. Let P be analytic in the sense of Alexiewicz 
[6: p. 751 in Q, an open set in %(Y. 
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Suppose 3(x,-, , y,J E s2, such that I’(+, , yo) = Bz and the y-partial Frechet 
derivative at (x0 , yO) written: 
P,‘(x,, , y,,) is a linear homeomorphism of GV onto 3 then Zll a mapping 
Y : U + UV, such that 
(i)” P(x, Y(x)) = 8,- Vx E UT0 
(ii) y0 = Y(x,) 
(iii) I’ is analytic in Uz, in the sense of Alexiewicz. 
LEMMA. Let A : S -+ g be a linear homeomorphism. For any x, y  E 3 set 
z = x + r$ (i” = - 1). 
41~0 let *% denote the complex extension 25 + i% of 3 and *A the complex 
extension of A into *% (cf. Alexiewicz and Orlicz ([6], pp. 61 and 70) then *A 
is also a linear homeomorphism of *S? onto *GY = C4 + i?Y. 
Proof of the Lemma. By definition 
*AZ = Ax + iAy. 
By hypothesis A-l exists and is linear, continuous. 
Define *A-l by the relation 
*A-% = A-% + iA-%, ‘v’s = u + iv E *?V 
Obviously then *A-l is linear, continuous. 
Furthermore, 
Similarly 
*A-l*Az = *A-1(.4x + iAy) 
= A-IAx + iA-lAy 
=x+iy=zVzE*S. 
*A*A-lw = s for all SE*fY. 
Hence the assertion. 
We now go on to the 
Proof of Theorem 2. The existence of a unique Y satisfying (i) and (ii) is 
easily proved by a slight modification of the method of Hildebrandt and 
Graves [2] to include mappings from 3??V to 3’ where 3%’ # 3. In proving (iii) 
we follow the technique of Dieudonne [5]. 
Since P is analytic in Q,, its Taylor series, which is a power series, converges 
in Q, (A power in the sense of Alexiewicz and Orlicz [6] and as used here, is 
the same as an F-power in the sense of Hille and Phillips [4]). It follows from 
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a theorem of Alexiewicz and Orlicz ([6], Theorem 5.1) that there exists an 
open set !J in 
such that Q, C Q and the extended power series of P converges in Q. 
Let *P(z’, a”) denote the complex analytic function whose power series is 
the extended power series of P in Q, where z’ denotes x’ + i.v” and Z” 
denotes y’ + iy”. By the nature of the extension 
“P(x’ + if?, y’ + ZB) = P(x’, y’) 
for all (x’, y’) in Sz, . Also, corresponding to Pv’(xo , y,,) is its extension 
*Pt,(q + S, y,, + i0) which by the above lemma is a linear homeomorphism 
of *?V onto *Z’. Furthermore, 
*P(x, + 8, y. + a) = P(x, , yo) = 6, . 
Hence it follows by a possible generalisation of Theorem 1, case [F,,] that 
3,*Y : U 8 - lJ.- such that: Zll “0 
*P(a, *Y(Z)) = ov.2 E uq , 
* Y(x,‘) = x0” where z,,’ = x0 + i8, x0” = y. + io, 
and 
*Y is analytic in U,; . 
It remains to show that *Y maps points of U,; in 37 into points of U,; in 
Uy and that *Y in its restriction to % n U,; is identical with Y. 
We know by the analyticity of *Y that 
*Y(.q# + h) = g; dn*I’(Zg’; h) for 11~11 <P (1.4) 
where p is some positive real number such that the open ball B(z,‘; p) lies 
in U,;. 
Let us restrict h to X. We shall then see that *Y(z,’ + h) lies in %. 
If r(x, Y(X)) is the inverse of Pv’(x, Y(X)), which is known to exist in a 
neighborhood of x0 (cf. Hildebrandt [2], p. 151) than taking the successive 
Frechet differentials of P(r, Y(X)) = 0 at x,, yields 
dY(x,; h) = - r(xo , Y(x,)) (d&x0, Y(x,); h)); 
d2Y(xo; 12) = - r(xo , mid) G%l I v%); 4 
+ 2d:,P(~o , Y(x,,); h; dY(q,; h)) 
+ di,P(~o , Y(G); W-v 411; 
and so on for higher differentials of Y. 
(1.5) 
U.6) 
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Since r and the Frechet differentials of P are powers of various degrees 
mapping continuously points of X into g we see that dY(x,; e), hence 
d2Y(x,, .) and by induction &Y(xs , .), for arbitrary n map each point 
h E B(tI, ; p) n X into CV. Also by the process of extension of P into *P we 
see that 
dnY(x,,; h) = dn*Y(zs’; h), Vh EX n B(B, ; p) and all 11 = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
Hence 
*Y(z,’ + h) = Y(x,, + h) Vh E B(B, ; h) n 3. 
If we now denote the non-empty open set B(z,,‘; p) n Uz, by the same UZ, 
we see, in consequence of the uniqueness of Y in UZ, that *Y restricted to 
UZ, is identical with Y. 
Hence the assertion (iii). 
Thus Theorem 2 and consequently Theorem 1 are proved. 
COROLLARYTOTHEOREM 1. Suppose that in the case of [FJ d,F E V’(S,,%J 
that is d$J E V’(XO%J for an arbitrary positive integer k. Then by [Y,J, 
Y E V( UxO) for arbitrary k. Hence Y E U”“( U,J which proves the corollary. 
2. ANALYTICITY OF DEPENDENCE OF DEFORMATION 
ON THE 21 ELASTIC COEFFICIENTS 
The theory of the foregoing section will now by employed in proving the 
next theorem. 
Suppose an anisotropic body %? whose reference configuration J2 in ES is a 
bounded Sobolev domain with its boundary aQ. This boundary is assumed 
piece-wise smooth in the sense of Ladyzhenskaya ([9], p. 6). 
Let a vector function u defined on Q be the deformation of B relative to 9. 
Let K another vector function be the body force density. Assume K E L,(Q). 
uciei) is the deformation tensor and cilitm the tensor of elastic coefficients. 
The tensor components are scalar-valued functions on Q. Although in the 
analysis each cikdrn is assumed continuous the results are valid for piece-wise 
continuous coefficients. Finally XL” is the unit vector along the +axis. 
All integrals will be Lebesgue. 
If B is allowed only infinitesimal deformation while its boundary is kept 
fixed, then u satisfies the following equations (Mikhlin [8], p. 118): 
-$ (c~~~~~v.~)) xk” = K in Q, (2.1) 
t 
u=o on ai2. (2.2) 
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We shall consider the variational equivalent of (2.1) and (2.2). 
Let potential energy density of g relative to Sz be defined by 
c is a vector function with 21 components, these being the 21 independent 
elastic coefficients of 9Y arranged in some arbitrary but fixed order. We define 
the real valued functional: 
H(c, u) = I, W(u) - (u, K), (2.3) 
where 
(u,K)+K. 
From the definition of H we expect it is a polynomial functional of the 
variable couple (c, u), of degree 1 in c and degree 2 in u. This will now be 
proved and its analyticity will follow from a theorem of Alexiewicz and Orlicz 
([6], Theorem 6.2). 
Set 
pl(c, 4 = (u, K), 
and 
P2(c, 4 = J, wu>. 
Clearly P1(c, u) is homogeneous of degree 1 in u and degree zero in c, 
whilst Pa(c, u) is homogeneous of degree 1 in c and degree 2 in u. It therefore 
remains only to prove the boundedness of these homogeneous polynomials 
as this implies their continuity (cf. Hille [4], Theorem (26.2.4)). 
The two function spaces in which questions in this section will be con- 
sidered are: 
w 22 V(Q) x V(f2) *+a, 
2 
21 times 
where 
II c II% = f II ci II yFtQ) 
i=l 
and will be written 11 c I/,, for convenience; and the Hilbert space l8’2’(Q) 
which is the closure in the norm of the Sobolev space IV,‘(Q) of the set of all 
infinitely continuously differentiable vector functions with compact support 
in Sz. The assumptions on 3.Q and Q make W,‘(Q) the closure in its norm, of 
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the set of $? functions on Q (cf. Smirnov [lo], Sets. 116 and 118). The norm 
of W,‘(Q) is defined thus 
II u II w;m = [s I 1 U 1’ + f 1 VU, 1’ 1’2 52 i=l II 
and will be written jl u II1 where 
I P I zf (~IP:)“z. 
Inner product in W;(G) will be written (m, 0) and II IILc,(n) will be simply 11 /I . 
It is clear that 
I f’dc, 41 = lb, WI < 01 IIu 111 (2.4) 
where OL > 0 depends on K and Q. 
Also 
I P2(c, 41 G B II c II0 II lJ II: w9 
where p > 0 is a purely numerical constant. Both inequalities follow mainly 
from a form of Holder’s inequality. It follows from (2.4) and (2.5) that H is 
continuous and being polynomial it is a convergent power series and 
hence an analytic functional of the variable (c, u) (cf. Alexiewicz [6], 
Theorem (6.2)). 
We shall assume that for a given c0 E V the problem to to find a minimal of 
H(c, , u) has the unique solution u0 E Wa’(Q). Thus u,, is the critical point of 
H(c, , *) and hence d,,H(c, , uJ = 0~; . 
In order to establish the analyticity of the functional dependence of the 
critical points u on all c in a neighbourhood of c, it remains to prove that 
<4”H(co, ud u, u> 3 m II u II:, m > OVu E W2’(Q), 
which-because His a second degree polynomial in u-is the same as proving 
that its homogeneous quadratic part 
p2(co9 4 3 m II u II,“, m > 0, vu E dir,‘(Q); 
which inequality follows immediately from 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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y, p being strictly positive constants dependent only on the domain Q. 
(2.6) is the Korn’s inequality (cf. Milhlin [8], Section 40) and (2.7) is also 
well-known (cf. Ladyzhenskaya [9], Equation (2.12)) and easily proved. 
\Ye have thus established that: 
THEOREKI 3. The infinitesimal elastic deformations of a jinite anisotropic 
inhomogerleous body whose boundary is fixed depend analytically on its 21 
cof$%ients of elasticity. 
Under the conditions of the theorem we have the following: 
COROLLARY. If an inhomogeneous body is approximated by a composition 
of homogeneous bodies with the same boundary, and of the same type of anisotropy, 
the error in the deformation is of the same order as the differences in their elastic 
coefficients. 
This is a consequence of the possibility of approximating a continuous 
or piecewise continuous function by simple functions. 
3. COMMENTS 
Vainberg ([7], Sec. 5.4) has shown that for a continuous linear operator on 
a Hilbert space to be potential it is necessary and sufficient that it be self- 
adjoint. Thus the foregoing technique is applicable to any positive definite 
(i.e. invertible) potential linear operator on a Hilbert space. For the poten- 
tialness of a smooth non-linear operator on a Hilbert space he has also shown 
that it is necessary and sufficient that its first Frechet derivative be self- 
adjoint (cf. Vainberg [7], Th eorem 5.1). Therefore this same technique will 
apply to the subclass of such operators with positive definite first Frechet 
derivatives. 
The property of positive-definiteness has been superposed on that of 
self-adjointness so as to ensure invertibility of the first Frechet derivative of 
the operator. But it is also known to be a sufficient condition for the existence 
of a solution in Hilbert space ([7], Theorem (10.5)). Thus in a situation 
where the solution is known to be unique if it exist, positive definiteness 
guarantees its existence. 
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